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Abstract 

There are many possibilities in the occurrence of fire for an industry or any remote area. This fire can also cause billions of cost in 

damage and thousands of death over each year. Recently Multi Sensor Detection System (MSDS) is one of the important research 

issues among worldwide [1]. However, the fire cannot be controlled by Human beings in well effective manner at all the time. 

Considering the effective control of fire, the Holocaust Conflict Robots are deployed around the world. This paper proposes Ardino 

based algorithm for fire detection and distance measurement from fire source, while the robot is on its way to extinguish fire, i.e., 

Rescuing the life of living things in fire and controlling the fire in effective manner. Smoke, gas and Humidity can also be detected 

while extinguishing. The LM35 sensors and ultrasonic sensor are used with Multi Sensor Detection System (MSDS) to provide a 

extinguishment platform and the parameters are updated to the respected person through IoT. When the fire is detected and robot 

is at nearer distance to fire, a solenoid valve pump is used to sprinkle water for extinguishment. For an effective extinguishing, a 

water spreader is used. This Holocaust Conflict Robot is enhanced with dual conditions. For the first condition, if the controlling 

process takes place after some period of time, “warning message” will be sent to the respective person in an industry with a help 

of CFS2H [10]. And the second condition, if the level of the extinguishing material falls below the certain threshold value the 

message will be intimated to the emergency fire station. This paper is also enhanced with use of renewable energy resource in it. 

Here, we have included the solar panels for this purpose. The light energy from fire can be converted into electric energy and stored 

in Backup Battery.  This backup energy is used to drive the motors and other equipments in a Robot.   

Keywords: Multi Sensor Detection System (MSDS) [1], LM35, Cooperative Fire Security System [10], HARMS [10] 

________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Holocaust is defined as the destruction of huge property or damage on mass scale, especially caused by fire.  Holocaust Conflict 

Robots are deployed around worldwide to reduce the loss of life and property damage. These Holocaust Conflicts Robots can 

control the fire quickly by extinguishing in effective manner. Advancement in Technology had made substitution of Robot in place 

of human work. These Robots are designed to determine the fire and provide the extinguishment, before it presides into out of 

control. However, the advancement in technology is due to industrial development. These industries also faced serious difficulties 

situation like fire havoc [1]. The humans cannot be always effective in extinguishing purpose; sometimes it is impossible to tackle 

these situations without the help of robot. Since the robot has some special features and advanced sensing than human, these types 

of robots are utilised in the fire battle. 

By considering the Fire hazards to human life and valuable property, this paper is developed.  A robot is capable of rescuing the 

life of human in the fire by effectively extinguishing on it. In this paper we made an algorithm for detection of fire and measurement 

of distance from the fire source. We have included the smoke and humidity sensors, by which the level of smoke and humidity can 

be measured and the respected parameters can be updated to the serial monitor through IoT [3]. For extinguishing purpose the 

robot can able to detect the fire in 270˚ direction, since the robot had already extinguished in the way it travelled. By using the 

Multi Sensor Detection System (MSDS) the parameters such as LM35 (Temperature) [1], Smoke, Humidity, Distance and Gas can 

be measured and updated to monitor through IoT.  When the fire is detected and robot is at nearest distance to the fire, a solenoid 

valve pump is used to throw water for extinguishment purpose. Water spreader is used for effective extinguishment. 

The warning message will be sent to the respective person if the fire remains for certain period of time [3]. And the emergency 

message is send to the fire station if the extinguishing material in the container reaches 20%.  

The energy utilised here are renewable since by using the solar panel the electrical energy can be obtained to drive the motors 

and other equipment in the Robot.  For storing the energy the backup batteries are used.  
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II. BLOCK DIAGRAM 

 
Fig. 1: Block Diagram of Holocaust Conflict Robot 

III. CONTROL AND SENSOR UNIT 

 Control Unit 

An Arduino IDE is an logical control unit which is act as a brain for the robot. This also provides a base for programming in 

embedded c languages. The Uno is a microcontroller board, which is based on ATmega328P. This microcontroller has 14 digital 

input and output pins in which 6 can be used as PWM outputs, 6 analog inputs, 16MHz quartz crystal, an ICSP header, a power 

jack, a USB connection and a reset button [1]. The different ways of connection are made input/output pins with the solenoid valve 

pump, motor and sensors through wires. By this the robot can able to achieve their extinguishment in effective manner. 

LiPo battery is used for the power supply control units. This battery provides the power supply to solenoid valve pump, motor 

and the whole circuit in the robot [6]. The renewable energy is made with the help of the solar panel. The energy or charges 

occurred from the solar panel helps to recharge the LiPo battery. 

 Sensor Unit 

 Ultrasonic Sensor 

 This sensor is based on measuring the acoustic waves (sound waves) properties with the frequency above the human audible 

range (20,000 Hz).  There are three principle used in ultrasonic sensor.  They are time of flight, Doppler effect and the 

attenuation of sound waves.  Ultrasonic sensors are non-intrusive (No physical contact with their target). These sensor are 

very sensitive to temperature measurement and angle measurement of the target. 

 These ultrasonic sensors operate by evaluating the transmitted and receiving high-frequency pulse of sound.  They work on 

similar principal to radar or sonar. The time interval between the transmitting and receiving the echo signal can be calculated 

to determine the distance to an object. It enhances the feature such as 20mA power consumption, narrow acceptance angle, 

easy to connect (since no soldering). It works on the area above the frequency of sound waves from 40KHz to 400KHz.   

These ultrasonic sensor have several advantages such as, they are not affected by atmospheric conditions like temperature, 

pressure and Humidity. They travel at the speed of 330 m/s i.e., speed of light.  They do not cause harm to human body as 

infra red rays do. 

 LM35 Sensor 

 The LM35 Sensor is integrated-circuit temperature sensors.   LM35 is easy to connect the left pin to power(2.7V-5.5V), the 

right pin to ground, and the middle pin will have an analog voltage that is directly proportional to temperature [1].  The analog 

voltage is independent on power supply. the temperature in Celsius can be measured by, 

Temp in Celsius = (Vout in mV) / 10. 

 The output voltage is linearly proportional to the Celsius (Centigrade) temperature.  It does not require any external calibration 

to provide accuracies of ±1⁄4˚C at room temperature and ±3⁄4˚C over a full −55 to +150˚C temperature range.  This LM35 

Sensor has low output impedance, linear output and inherent calibration makes control easy. This can be used in single power 

supplies, or with plus and minus supplies. It has low self-heating(less than 0.1˚C).   
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 Cooperative Fire Security System using HARMS 

 Thirty people from eleven different universities in South Korea were collaborated to produce the Cooperative Fire Security 

System using HARMS (CFS2H) [10].  This large group was segregated into seven teams.  Each teams worked on individual 

aspects of the project for detecting, locating and extinguishing purpose.  The system begins with the ultrasonic and LM35 

sensors are constantly monitoring data from the environment.  If the fire is detected by the LM35 Sensor, the arduino processor 

sends a command in such a way that the robot begins to move in the direction of fire.  Initially when the ultrasonic sensor is 

detected the robot get start move in that particular direction.  When the temperature reaches the threshold level, the robot stop 

moving and get into the extinguishing process.  This extinguishing process can be effectively done by water spreader [1].  If 

the fire is detected by the sensor for some period of time, a notification is sent to the respective person, alerting that fire is 

occurred in industry.  If the extinguishing materials falls at the level of 20% of capacity of container the emergency message 

is send to the fire station. 

IV. WORKING PRINCIPLE 

The working principle of Holocaust Conflict Robot is very simple.  The working principle of Holocaust Conflict Robot is shown 

in below flowchart. 

 
Fig. 2: Working Principle Of Holocaust Firefighting Robot 

Initially the arduino processor sends the signal to ultrasonic sensor and LM35 sensor. This signal is send to the entire ultrasonic 

and LM35 sensor which are located around 3 sides (Front, Right, and Left) of the robot.  When LM35 is detected, the ultrasonic 

sensor starts to sense the living things.  When the ultrasonic sensor is detected, based upon the priority shortest distance to the 

robot is measured. Then the robot will rotated towards the nearest ultrasonic detection and move forward to the fire slowly.  For 

this slow approach of the robot towards fire algorithms are made.  Since the temperature get raised up when the robot moves 

towards fire, so the robot needs to maintain a certain distance from fire i.e., the robot needs to stop at a certain limit.  The LM35 
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Sensor senses the heat. If the robot finds a sudden increase in the temperature, it stops and moves back to certain limit to 

accommodate extinguishing.  Then the solenoid valve pump throws water at fire for extinguishing purpose. To enabling the 

spreading process of water a unique mechanism is made.  For the effective extinguishing the water spreader is used [1].  

V. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, we have introduced the renewable power resource. This renewable power source can utilised again and again, which 

is also eco-friendly and does not cause any harmful to the survivors.  Detection of fire and Rescuing the life from the fire can be 

made with this robot.  Rescuing the life of living things in fire and controlling the fire can be achieved in effective manner by using 

water spreader.  With the help of MSDS: Smoke, Gas and Humidity levels behind the robot can be determined [1].  LM35 is used 

for temperature sensor and the ultrasonic sensor is used to detect the survive of life in between the fire.  The nearest distance of 

fire can also be determined.  The various parameter measured by the sensor are updated to the monitor through IoT [3], [4].  When 

the fire occurs for a certain period of time, “warning message” will be sent to the respective person with help of CFS2H [10].  When 

the extinguishing material reached the 20% level in the container, the “emergency message” will be intimated to the fire station.  

By using solar panels the electricity can be produced from fire during the extinguishing process.   The Backup Battery is used to 

store the source of energy which is generated by the solar panels.  This demonstrates that the Holocaust Conflict Robot is deployed 

to detect the fire instantly and extinguish it before the fire spreads with the help of Multi Sensor Fire Detection System (MSFDS) 

[1]. 

VI. FUTURE ENHANCEMENT 

We aim to investigate the use the robot in fully renewable source of energy i.e., the energy power source for the robot is completely 

generated with the help of solar panel. By using this no external power source is required for the robot.    We also investigate to 

operate the robot in dual mode, i.e., automation and manual control.  A Smart Automation Robots can do their work in effective 

manner.  However, this automation results in effective manner.  But it faces a serious problem when there is a defect in the system 

function.  By considering this situation, an automatic control and manual control are brought together. 
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